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Accumulation [Ore10, NU05]. accuracy [Ful93, Ves96]. accurate [Bra00, MACI06, TC08, WLR02]. action [AS05a]. Adaptive [BFK10, JOT08, MSV95, Wac13, BMS08a, BMM97, BRS08, FFK15, Fu97, JC14, NP96]. Addendum [BBF00a].
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Applications [Bar11, BJ+09, BB01, BCD15, BDCV06, CMP01, FLM05, FMR14, KZ07, NNR99, OS98, RÅPR06, She10, ZM13]. applied [BDG04, DS11, ESM13, FS08, HO05, MST08, PGH11, TV07]. approach [AM06, Arv06, Bor09, DG06, FJMS06, FMSV08, GW10, MM99, MS08, PMLFT09, TMS97, Tif13]. approximants [Bar06, Zho06]. Approximate [SV10a, BL08, CFM+10, ET09, LN10, MPV13, MPV14, WA08]. Approximating [vBHS14, BR08]. Approximation [GSW08, GRS00, VCK08, Yam06a, AR09, AMRT06, BEG14, BY98, BK06, BLMO6, BSS09, Bor09, Del02, ERO1, Fa06, FFK15, FP01, FMR15, GCPP99, Lub06, Man03, MJ11, Mas02, Nav05, Ost10, Rap06, ST08, Sch03, SG98, VB95].

approximations [FLMT05, Fro09, Kha06, RV08, WA08]. arbitrary [LO13]. arcs [BDD06]. area [Leo06, Leo09, VA09]. argument [GRS00]. arguments [Pea15]. arising [CCC07, DE06, ESM13, NB08a, Woh00]. arithmetic [DDR95, Laut08].

Arnoldi
Characteristics [Tik05]. characterization [GS94]. characterizing [SS08]. Chebyshev [BK13, FP01, HH93, WR09].

Chebyshev-like [HH93]. choice [Kin11, Kin13, Wu03]. Cholesky [BBF+00a, BBF+00b, GM04, RT05].

Chebyshev-like [BBF+00a, BBF+00b]. Cholesky-like [HH93]. choice [Kin11, Kin13, Wu03]. Cholesky [BBF+00a, BBF+00b].

Cholesky-like [BBF+00a, BBF+00b]. CholeskyQR2 [YNYF15]. Christoel [DK10]. Ciarlet [YG96]. CIP [Sch08a].

circle [Bar06, BDD06, BCDI15, CBGV05, Gau06, Gla08, MS14, SL12, Sin95]. circles [Ros09]. circuits [KJ09]. Circulant [Ng97].

circular [CMR12]. citation [BDR09, BF12]. citation-based [BDR09]. class [ABBS07, ENH10, JG14, MFMGO05, Tik05].

classical [Gau02, LZ07, MM99, RS12]. clusters [FO03]. Coarsening [AO10, Bol08, Bra00, Dis97, Mav97, Spr02].

coecient [Lam05, SCCJ09]. coefficients [LDB13a, LDB13b, LH12]. Collocation [GSV12, JR04, ACS00, ER01, JR02, KK08, KL12, PCH11, YG08].

column [PCP06]. Combinatorial [PCP06, Tif13]. combined [PPN13, SSVS12]. Communication [BM05, CKD14].

communication-avoiding [CKD14]. commutator [ET09, Pea15]. commuting [Sle10]. compact [GGCT09, PSC97, SSVS12].

compact-WENO [GGCT09]. companion [BGD04]. Comparing [Spr02]. Comparison [LMS09, Sta03, Ful97, JVV12, LMM12, Mee98, RV08, VW97].

complement [Zha00]. complementarity [Oos03]. complete [Men12]. completion [RKvdDA14]. complex [AM11, BMX99, Ber04, KP13, SF93, SHZ2F08, TT05, VCK08].

complexity [BMS08a]. compressible [Ema10]. compression [MB06]. Computation [ACR09, Car12, HRV13, KMC11, Bra97, MS14, MVV09, MR93, MACI06, Nov05, Sch08b].

computational [SAA09]. computations [BC05, DS11, EH15, FO03, HS08b, KS00, ST02]. computer [NND06]. Computing [JO07, LY14, MPV13, MPV14, SSS10, IN11, JVV12, QT17, KM08, MV15, MH01, NNR99, PCP06, TC08, VVM09].

concerning [EP07]. Condition [AK10, MS06, BP07, DB08, Sim10, Zha01]. conditional [Dis97]. conditioned [Kin13, Pei04]. conditions [BHIN13, Che09, ET09, Gat07, MST08, Sch08a]. conductors [BHRT03]. confidence [NO02].

configurations [vBHS14]. confluent [DT09, LR04]. Conformal [CMR12, LT94]. conjecture [KV95, Zei99]. conjugate [CKD14, Dub01, GJV13, KN03, NP96, ST02].

connected [CMR12, DK10, HS12]. considered [Lau08]. consistent [Arö09]. constant [COSV93, HR06, LDB13a].

constitutive [Mál08]. constrained [Bar05, Bar11, QyGvW+15, Ran07].

constraining [LMS14]. constraint [CLRS04, JOT08, RZ12]. constraints [LMM12, Ram08, RR10].

constructions [HR06]. constructive [BMF+06, MJ11].

contemporary [JVV12]. contents [Ano09a, Ano10b, Ano13a]. context [LO13]. continued [IL06, Khr06, LB96].
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convection [BZ03, FK08, Kow97, MST08, PSC97, PW13, RV08, WLR02].
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convergent [BPP15, BMS08a, Bra06, HMR04].

converse [CC97]. convex [BEG14, BSDMGFTR09, BSS09, For02, Kro06, RZ12].
convolution-like [Ng97], coordinate [Gut12, Yam06b], coordinates [SJ08, SSVS12], correctness [DDR95], corrector [PPN13], countable [AK06], counterexample [SS08].


curvature [CHR02], curve [CHR02].

curved [AR09], curvilinear [Yam06b], cut [SG99]. cycle [Zha04], cylinder [SG99].

D [BLM06, BB01, BHRT03, CP03, Mar07, Mar11, TV07]. damped [ZY13]. Darboux [BD04]. Darcy [AM06, GS07, LMS09].

data [RKvdDA14, BB08, FFK+15, GK08, Sil03], data-sparse [BB08], dataflow [EL05].

Dedication [Pot05]. deficient [SGG15].

defined [Cot06], definite [CMP01, LT05, LZ07, ZB10]. definition [Kno08]. deflated [WE13]. deflation [CKD14, Gut12, MX15, TV07]. degenerate [DE06]. degree [Bar06, Gla08, Ran07]. delay [CDN09, FMMS08, FL07, KS06].

denoising [FM02, LMSY14], dense [Che99]. dependency [WD08]. dependent [HOR08, Lam08a]. deposition [MM09b].

Derivation [Lam08a]. derivative [Car11, Car12]. derivatives [BK06, PQRT06]. derived [Gre04].

descending [TDLC09]. descent [AEEG08, LMM12]. described [Má108].

detection [FL07]. detective [Lau08].

determinants [Sch02], development [GRS00, Pea15]. developments [FLMT05].

DGFEM [FK08]. diagonal [VVM09].

Diameter [Leo09, Leo06]. difference [ANACS07, Bra06, Cab07, CP00, CP03, FMR15, MS07, RR07, RV08, SK06].

different [DJJ11, LMS09, Zha01].

differential [Ar09, Die97, FL07, GJV13, JN07, KS06, Khr06, KM96, KM07, MFMGO05, Ore10, Sch93, Sch05, SCCJC09]. differential-algebraic [Ar09, JN07, KM96, KM07, Sch93].

differentiation [Aur15]. diffusion [BZ03, BHRT03, DE06, EG06, FK08, FMR15, Kout97, LDB13a, LDB13b, MST08, PSC97, PW13, RV08, WLR02].

dimensional [ANCQ06, Bre03, RV08].

dimensions [DG06, Hip97, Kim07a, KL12].

Direct [CDN09], directed [CEHT10].

direction [ZM13]. Directional [Mav97].

Dirichlet [DG06, For02, Gat07].

discontinuous [JS08, LDB13a, LDB13b].

discrepancy [VCL08]. Discrete [Bre04, Che99, DGH14, FKK10, LO13, AL09, BL06, Bor09, CR15, Faa96, Lor99, STO08, VB95].

Discretization [Kin13, BHRT03, DE06, GS07, LMS97, Lis08, Mar11, PSC97, Tu07, Wac13, WLR02].

discretizations [KM07, LMS09, Mar07, Woh00].

discretizing [Che94], disordered [BFK+10]. dispersion [Kle08].

Displacement [CNP94]. distance [MS14, NPR08, Smi10]. distributed [AH03, FMR15, Kol12].

Distribution [Pri06, Dam02, LMSY14, SK06, SK08].

distributions [TT05]. divergence [NC06, Ste02].

dLV [IN11]. Domain [CS94, Pav99, AR07, AH12, Dob12, Haa00, LO07, MRT03, Mit97, Yam06b].
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domain-robust [Dob12]. domains [AR09, CMR12, DK10, EV93, KP13, Kol12, LMN10]. double [CDN09, LP08].
downdating [Bar14]. DP [Bre03, Kim07a, Mar11]. Dual [AMRT06, CCC07, LV14, SM08]. Duality [AK06, LO13].
dynamic [ABB07, BC05, BRS08, EP07, KZ07]. dynamical [HLC10]. due [Bre94].
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elasticity [CMM95, Gat07, Lis08, OR11].
electro [PV09]. electro-physiology [PV09]. electrocardiology [GGM12].
electrochemical [MM09b]. electronic [DS11, KJ09]. electrostatic [GAM05].
Electrostatics [Van07]. Element [HLPI5, AMRT06, AM06, AL08, AD04, BPP15, BMS08a, BB01, BRS08, CW96, Che09, DGP99, DHJ03, FFK+15, Gat04, Gat07, HLP10, Kim07b, KL12, KS00, LMN10, MC05, Mar07, Mar11, NC06, SJ08, SG94, Tu07, Woh00, YG96, Zha04].
elements [Bun97, Che97, GH99, HK10, Sch08a].
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Energy [GJ13, Pri06, Ran07, SSVS12].
Enhancement [Lam08b]. ensemble [SHH+12]. entire [Ped07]. entrance [SK06, SK08]. entropy [Man08, Rah08].
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Estimating [CS14]. estimation [AH03, BKL03, MAC106, NC06, PGH11, PT13, Psa04, ST02]. Estimations [BFM12].
estimators [DGP99, Gat04, Man03]. Euler [Khr06].
evolution [Gan04, HOR08, HHP13, MS07].
exact [Kha06]. examples [Zho06].
existence [AFHM04]. exotic [PPN13].
expansion [JN10, LZ07, SvdVM98]. expansions [LW06, Mas06]. Experiences [Boc97]. experimental [CT03]. experiments [BJM99, Meu01], explained [Gut10]. Explicit [BCDI15, APL04, BEG14, HOR08, MPV13, MPV14, PPN13].
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exponential [Dan02, Mas06, PT13, ST08, Sta02]. exponentials [LW06, Mas06].


exponential [Dan02, Mas06, PT13, ST08, Sta02]. exponentials [LW06, Mas06].

Galerkin
[EG06, GW10, HHP13, JS08, Yam06b].

Gauss
[ACR99, Bra97, CS14, Gau06, Osb08, Sil03].

Gauss-type [Gau06].

Gaussian
[CDN09, DV12, Sin95].

GCDs [WA08].

GCV [CNO08].

Gegenbauer
[Kei08].

Gene
[Gau02, GOR+08, Man08].

General
[Bra00, Sch03, BB11, Dam02, Erh95, KMFO05, L MN10, Pop08, Zho06].

generalised [FS08].

generalization [AEEG08, MJ11, PV09].

Generalizations
[Hoc05, Bre94].

Generalized
[RARP06, AL09, MMFG05, Nas15, SvdVM98, Sor98, Sty08].

GeneRank [BK13].

Generating
[BSDMGFTR09, BKS14].

generators [Els05].

generic [JJ10].

geometric
[JVV12].

George
[Pot05].

Gerschgorin
[VK95].

GK [WL12].

global
[KM96, LDB13a, LDB13b, Ore10].

global-in-time [LDB13a, LDB13b].

globalized [CR09].

GMRES
[DGH14, EMS09, Erh95, LZ08b, Men12, Sim10, TLF07, WE13, Zit08].

GMRES-Type [DGH14].

Golub
[Gau02, GOR+08, Man08].

Google
[DN11].

Google-like
[DN11].

Gordon
[Gau02].

governing
[SV10b].

GPU [JO08].

graded
[She95].

Gradient
[LMM12, LR03, CKD14, Dos08, GJV13, KN03, Lam10, NP96, ST02].

gradients [Dub01].

Gramian
[BB08].

graph
[Els05].

graphics
[NND06].

graphs
[BF12, HS12].

gravity
[MM09b].

grid
[Bol08, DHK+00].

grids
[ADM07, BSDMGFTR09, Bun97, LP09, VA09].

group
[CL03, GK08, Ore10, Roz06].

growth
[KM08, SCCJC09].

Grüss
[MJ11].

H [Gau02].

Hadamard
[KM08].

Hahn
[Arv06].

half
[BK06, CBG05].

half-line
[BK06, CBG05].

Hamiltonian
[ADW14, BMX99, BFS08, Fa07, MW02, Wat06b].

hand
[BK02, EJS03, JST05, LZ08b].

Hankel
[ER14, Ng94].

harmful
[Wat06a].

Harmonic
[Bea98, HP08, Hoc05].

having
[Ped07].

Heat
[JK09, LKF08, NB08b].

Helmholtz
[EN08, KL12].

Hermite
[BCCI15, MM09a, She04, Sta02, Sta06].

Hermite-type
[BCCI15].

Hermann
[CMP01, EH15, Fro09, PLS08, ZB10].

Hessenberg
[JO05, TT05, VW13].

Hessenberg-upper
[VW13].

heterogeneous
[BHRT03].

HHT
[JN07].

HHT-
[JN07].

Hierarchical
[Bol08, DFV09].

High
[CP00, Ar609, Kim07b, Lam08a, PSC97, Ste97a].

High-order
[CP00, Kim07b, Lam08a].

higher
[Bun97, Ng97, Sch08a].

higher-order
[Ng97].

hilbert
[Bra00, BFK+10, GS06].

Homogeneous
[HN08a, Gat07, Yat06].

homotopy
[ZY13].

Householder
[SA09].

hull
[TLF07].

hulls
[Gre04].

hurricane
[Ful97].

Hybrid
[GGCT09, AMRT06].

hydrogen
[RR07].

hydrogenlike
[ANCQ06].

hyper
[FK+15].

hyper-singular
[FK+15].

hyperbolic
[HNS04].

hypergeometric
[ANACS07, CFAN09, Cot06, DT09, DJ06b, GR500].

hypergeometric-type
[ANACS07, CFAN09].

hypocycloidal
[EV93].

ideal
[She10, TLF07].

identification
[KJ09].

identifying
[FMSV08, Tif11].

IDR
[Gut10].

I
[FK+15, VK95, Lui11, MX97, Sha12].

III
[VK95].

ill
[Kin11, Kin13].

ill-conditioned
[Kin13].

ILL
[BMI99, LS05].

Image
[NO02, BHN13].
HRT08, Lam08b, Mee98, TC08].

Lanczos-hybrid [CNO08]. Landau [BPP15]. Langenhop [KZ07]. Laplace [LP08]. Laplacian [EN08]. Large [ABHK09, LV14, NW03, ABJE14, AS09, AS12, BMS08b, BFS08, BKS14, Bö04, CR94, Ch31, HS97, HJ09, LY14, LR03, OS98, SG98, Sor98, WSS98].

Laplacian [EN08]. Large-eddy [NW03]. Large-scale [ABHK09, LV14, ABJE14, BMS08b, BFS08, HJ09, LR03].

Larger [Kre05]. Larsen [PV09]. latitudinal [Ros09]. lattice [ANACS07, Che09].

Laurent [(CG10, CBGV05, Pri96]. Laurent-type [Pri96]. law [HS12, KV13, Må08].

layer [LZ07]. Left [LZ07]. Left-definite [LZ07]. Legendre [PGH11, SG99].

Lehmann [Bea98]. Lehmer [COSV93]. Leja [BCR98]. Legendre [CGT05]. level [Han06, HLC10, Kin11, LMS09].


Levinson-like [VMV07]. Lie [Ore10].

Lifshitz [BPP15]. like [BBF+00a, BBF+00b, BGP04, BPM09, DN11, DDR95, HH93, HRRS04, LP09, Må08, MVV09, Ng97, VMV07]. limited [ABHK09, SHH+12]. line [BK06, CBGV05, VA09].

linear [Aco06, AS12, AS05a, BPP15, Ber04, CMM95, CGM10, CC00, CFM+10, Che94, DNP09, ER01, EJS03, Ema10, FMR14, Gati07, Gau02, GSW08, GSo6, HH93, HHP13, JST05, JO88, KQT13, Kin11, KMM96, LB96, MSV95, MJ11, MS08, OR11, Os03, Ore10, Pop08, SGG15, SF93, SHZF08, SME02, Sta03, VMV07, ZB10, ZM13].

linearity [NU05]. linearly [Sch03]. link [BF12]. LMS [NP96]. Local [BMM97, KM96, LRL08, Man03, APL04, Beg14, EV93, Fat98, MST08]. Locality [RT05]. Localized [Fer05]. Locally [HS12, KN03]. location [Meu14]. long [Ste97b]. Look [GH94]. look-ahead [GH94]. loop [BC05]. Low [Sty08, GO10, Klem08, SGB07, TDLC09, WA08]. Low-rank [Sty08, GO10]. lower [AD04, Cab07, COSV93]. LSQR [BR14].

LU [BY99, SGB07]. LU-factorizations [SGB07]. lumpings [Jac10]. Lyapunov [BKS14, FH13, MH01, Sch05, Sty08].

Lyapunov-type [Sch05].

machines [JOT08]. magnetic [BHRT03, RR07]. Majorization [PP08]. Man [Sad14]. manifold [ER01]. many [Man06, RKvdDA14]. Mapping [CEHT10, CMR12, LT94, Lui11]. mappings [AH12, FP01]. maps [DK10, Rom07]. Markov [BBB+08, BU07, CR15, FMSV08, HRRS04, Jac10, Tif11, Tif13]. mass [WR09]. matching [GS07]. Mathematical [Må08]. Matlab [Sha12]. matrices [Aur15, BSS09, BBF+00a, BBF+00b, BU07, BR08, BDG04, BMP09, BDH15, Bö04, BEN94, CMP01, DN11, EH15, Erh95, Fa07, FGV09, Fro09, HS12, HS02, HN08b, JO05, Kei08, KV95, KM08, LS05, LY14, LT05, LR04, MPV14, MMS14, MVV09, Opf10, PP08, She10, SG98, Sim010, SF93, Sni10, Ste95, Ste97b, VVM09, VMV08, VK95].

matricial [GRS00]. Matrix [LB96, LR04, AEEO8, ABJE14, AM11, AK10, BJR+09, BM05, CP03, Car11, Car12, CGT05, Dub99, EST06, Fro09, FH13, GW10, HNP10, HRRS04, Hoc11, JVV12, LZ08a, MS14, MY02, MACI06, NPR08, PV05, Psa04, QvGvW+15, ST08, SS08, Sin95, TMS97, TT05, TC08, VCK08, Vos99, WR09, Wat06b, WA08]. matrix-vector [BM05].
maximum [FKK10]. Maxwell [BPP15].
MCMC [BHN13]. MCMC-based [BHN13]. mdLVs [IN11]. mean [JVV12].
meander [LP09]. meander-like [LP09].
means [BDR09]. measure [BDD06, SL12].
measurements [RKvdDA14]. measures [BCGAM08, EST06, HC05, Man06].
mechanics [JN07]. media [AMRT06, Tu05, Tu07].
Meixner [dMPPR99]. membrane [PV09].
memory [ABHK09, SHH+12]. meromorphic [BLM06].
meshes [BC09, CS94, DGP99, LO13, MC05, OR11].
meta [Jac10, Tif11]. meta-stable [Tif11].
metastable [FMSV08]. method [AEEG08, ABJE14, AS05a, AH03, ACS00, AH10, ABHK09, BZ03, Bar11, BMS08a, BFS08, BBMP06, BL97, BOS08, BGS01, BW12, Cab07, CRS94, CFAN09, CKD14, CW96, CR09, CQ01, Che09, CNO08, DGP99, DSC08, Dub01, EH15, EL05, EG06, EN08, Gaf07, GJV13, HOR08, HS08b, H97, Hip97, HLP10, Jac10, J007, JG14, J007, J008, JR02, JS08, KS06, KK08, Kim07b, KL12, KN03, LMS07, LMN10, LY14, LP08, LKF08, LR03, Mar07, Mar11, Mee98, Mit97, MACI06, MP08, NN06, NNR99, NC06, Not10, OS98, PV09, Per00, PGH11, Sad14, SSVS12, SdvVM98, ST008, ST02, Woh00, Wu03, Yam06b, YG08, ZY14, ZM13, Zt08].
methodology [CL03].
methodology [DG14, HLP15, AMRT06, AM06, AD04, BEG14, BB00, BSS09, BB14, BKS14, BRS08, Boc97, Bog05, BKH15, BMS08, CDR08, CDN09, CMP01, CCC07, Che97, DN11, DSS13, EMS09, FFK+15, FP01, FSS07, Ful97, FMP96, Gan08, Gat04, GN13, GN15, GW10, GSV12, GS04, GHS14, Gut12, HNP10, Han06, Hoh06, HLC10, JST05, JR04, Khr06, Kim07a, KS00, Lam05, Lam08a, Lam08b, LNG15, LM00, MSV95, MMP09, MR93, MN08, NW03, Ng94, Ore10, Pav99, PSS09, PPN13, RT05, SG06, Sch05, SdS06, SGG15, Sor98, SS98, Sty08, TV07, Tos00, VW97, Wei94, ZB10, Zha04].
MHD [LMS97]. microwave [DENP09].
Mid [Sch93]. midpoint [Sch93]. mimetic [BC09].
Minimal [Gla08, KV95, VK95, ABJE14, VCK08].
Minimization [HS08a, Wei94, Kin11, RZ12, SHZF08].
minimization-based [Kin11]. minimum [Del02, Kan08, Vos99]. minors [KM08].
MinRes [Kol12]. Miranda [AFHM04].
mixed [AMRT06, AM06, AL08, AD09, Bra06, Gat04, Gat07, HS08a, Han06, HK10, JS08, MST08, NC06, Tu05, YG96].
mixed-hybrid [AMRT06]. model [BB08, BF12, Cha11, DHI03, EL05, LMS09, MJ11, PK08]. modeling [DE06, Raj08].
modelling [NB08a]. models [BDR09, SCCJC09]. modes [KMC11].
MSC [TMS07]. MSC/NASTRAN [TMS07]. Mühlbach [Bre94]. Multi [CQ01, GN13, CC00, CL03, FL07, MX97].
multi-group [CL03]. multi-input [CC00, MX97]. Multi-parameter [GN13].
Multi-symplectic [CQ01]. multi-term [FL07]. Multidimensional [HNS04].
multifrontal [EL05]. Multigrid [AV14, Dis97, Hip97, HS02, LT94, AO10, AH03, BS03, BDH15, BL97, BFK+10, Bun97, CS94, CL03, Che97, Den97, DHK+00, Ful03, GW10, JC06, KN03, Kou09, LH12, LM00, Man03, Mit97, NW03, Not10, Oos03, PSC97, Per00, PSS99, Pop08,
multiharmonic [Kol12]. Multilevel [Kol12], MRT03, DSC08, EN08, Fu97, IW06, MN08, Meu01, QyGvW^+15, Spr02, TMS97, VW97]. multiparameter [BF12, HP08]. multiple [EJS03, JST05, LZ08b]. multiplication [BM05]. multipliers [MRT03]. multiply [CMR12, DK10]. multiresolution [MB06]. multiscale [Bra97, FM02]. multisplitting [BMPS95, FMP96]. multivariate [BP07, Kro06, PT13, Zhao06, vBHS14]. nature [BC05]. Navier [Boc97, ET09, Mas97, Per00]. near [Van07]. nearly [BFK^+10, Smi10, Tif13, VA09]. Neumann [BHN13, Che09, KL12, Nas15, Tos00]. Newbery [Fa96]. Newman [COSV93]. Newton [BMS08b, BBMP06, Bor09, Bre94, HLC10, JO07, NP96, Osb08, WE13, WSS08, ZY13]. Newton-ADI [BMS08b]. Nikiforov [CFAN09]. Nikol’ski [Tik05]. Nitsche [HJ08b]. nodal [JS08]. nodes [Roa09]. Noise [HJ08a, Kin11, Kin13]. Non [FMP96, GS07, dMPR99, ACR99, AV14, BC09, Dis97, Gat07, Ha00, HS97, HLP10, Jac10, J110, MN08, RZ12, Sim10, Sta03, ZB10]. non-aligned [Dis97]. non-convex [RZ12]. non-generic [J110]. non-homogeneous [Gat07]. non-linear [Sta03]. Non-matching [GS07]. non-overlapping [Ha00]. non-positive [ACR99]. non-regularized [AVV14]. non-reversible [Jac10]. non-stagnation [Sim10]. Non-standard [dMPR99, HLP10]. Non-stationary [FMP96]. non-symmetric [MN08]. non-uniform [BC09]. Noncommutative [Sch06]. nonconforming [AD04, Che97]. nonharmonic [For02]. nonlinear [AS09, Bor09, CQ01, Che09, DENP09, DB08, FKK10, FK08, HLC10, J14, K108, KS00, KV13, MP08, W097]. nonlocal [APL04]. nonnegative [HNP10]. nonnegativity [Bar05, Bar11]. normal [ABJE14, Boc97, CT05, Dei02, HS08a, SG98]. normal [BSS09, SK06, SK08, Smi10]. normality [NPR08, TT05]. normally [FKSV07]. norms [EH15, Kro06]. note [ARE09, BMX99, Fa96, Ge04, GHS14, S09, Ves96, Yat06, ZY13]. null [MVV09]. number [AK10, BP07, Els05, Kau08, Ste97a, TDL09]. numbers [MS06]. Numerical [ACS00, BM99, DENP09, MR93, Meu01, MAC06, NB08b, SY09, SK06, ST08, TDL09, WD08, Zha01, ANCQ06, ABM03, AH04, BMX99, CDDR08, Che09, DG06, DB08, Die97, FM02, Gau02, GJ13, Gre04, LMS09, LMM12, Psa04, Rap06, Sch03, Sch05, TLF07]. numerically [ARE09]. numerics [FL07].
optimized [LDB13a, LDB13b]. Optimizing [Bir12]. optimum [Dub99]. options [Oos03, PPN13], order [ABBBS07, BMM97, BMSR06, Bun97, CMM95, CP00, Cha11, CL03, Die97, EH15, FMR15, Han06, HHP13, Kim07b, Kle08, Lam08a, LB96, Mar07, Mar11, Ng97, NC06, PSC97, Pav99, PK08, Sch08a, Sch08b, SSVS12, Zho06, LRL08]. orderings [BJM99]. ordinary [Ore10, Sch05]. Orthogonal [Aco06, CBGV05, Gau99, IL06, Koe07, LP09, AK06, Che06, Cot06, FLMT05, GCPP09, GAM05, Koe99, Lor99, MM99, RÁRP06, Roz06, SL12, Sch02, Sim06]. Oscillatory [Sha12]. Ostrowski [MJ11]. other [Sch05]. outer [BEN94, LNG15]. oval [VK99]. over-penalized [BOS08, BGS10]. overlapping [Haa00, MP08]. oxymoron [Kny98].

[Opf10, AM11, Arv06, AK06, BP07, Che06, Cot06, CBGV05, DJJ11, EV93, Fa96, FLMT05, GCPP99, GAM05, Gau99, Gau10, GRS00, HC05, IL06, Kei08, Koe99, Koe07, Kro06, KMF005, Lor99, MS14, MM99, MY02, MF06, Ost10, Psa04, RARP06, Roz06, SL12, Sch02, SSS10, Sim06, Sta02, Sta06, WA08, Yat06, Zha01, dMPPR99].

porous [AMRT06, Tu05, Tu07].

posed [Kin11].

positive [ACR99, BFM12, CMP01, LT05, ZB10].

Positivity [IN11].

posteriori [DGP99, Gat04, NC06, PGH11].

potential [AR07, AMRT06].

power [HS12, Mal08].

power-law [HS12].

power-law-like [Mal08].

powers [Bot04, BFM12].

practice [MMP09].

precision [AD09, Lau08, ST02].

Preconditioned [Kny98, CR09, EN08, LY14].

preconditioner [CW96, CNP94, DHI03, GGM12, Kim07a, LN10, LH12, Mar11].

Preconditioners [BY99, DK13, GS06, AK10, BM99, BU07, BBMP06, Bre03, CP00, CFM+10, Che99, CT03, Dob12, ET09, GO10, GHS14, Han06, HC06, HLC10, KN03, LO07, MRT03, Men01, Ng97, Pea15, QvGvW15, SM08].

Preconditioning [CP03, NH05b, NB08a, AVV14, Ber04, CMP01, HS02, Kim07b, WR09, WSS98, Zha00].

prediction [Ful97].

predictor [AS12, PPN13].

predictor-corrector [PPN13].

Preface [Ano10a, Ano14a, Ano14b, GOR+08].

premature [LKFO8].

preserving [BFS08, MX15, NU05].

pressure [CMM05, SK06, SK08].

pricing [PPN13].

primal [SM08].

primes [Pri06].

principles [FKK10, Sel02].

Prior [DGH14].

Probability [BP07].

Probing [Sds06].

problem [AR07, AL09, AVV14, AMRT06, AH10, BLM06, BdPNd14, BMS08b, Bra06, BGS10, CGM10, Che09, CKP14, DG06, EG06, HP08, KL12, KM08, Mar07, Mar11, MX96, MX97, PMLFT09, Pri06, QvGvW+15, RR07, RS12, SV10b, Vos03, WLR02, Yam06b, Zha04].

Problems [DGH14, AR09, AL08, AH03, ADM07, AH04, BMFJ+06, BB01, BMX09, BFS08, Bir12, BY99, BRS08, BL06, Bog05, Bor09, CRS94, CP00, CS94, DSS13, FK10, FK08, FMR14, Göt06, GHS14, HJ08b, HS97, HC06, KK08, KJ09, Kin11, Kin13, KN03, Kol12, KV13, Lam05, LV08, LO07, LN10, LMC10, Lis08, Lub06, LR03, MM04, MST08, Mav97, MW02, MS07, MP08, NB08a, Ng94, Oos03, PW13, Pea15, PSS99, RKvD14, Sds06, Sor98, TV07, RMS97, Tos00, VK09, Wac13, WR09, Woh00, WSS98, ZM13].

process [BY98, Meu14].

processes [Raj08, Sch03].

processors [JC06].

producing [Raj08].

product [LNG15, Ste97b, VB95].

products [BDR09, BEN94, BMSR06, GW10, GHS14, Mec98, Ste95, Ste97b].

programming [AM06].

programs [JO08].

projected [Dos08, HNP10, Sty08].

projected-gradient [Dos08].

projecting [AS05a].

projection [DJ06a, GNR15, JST05, KS00, Lam10, LRL08, MST08, Osb08, ST08].

projectors [She10].

Proof [Zei99].

propagation [HJ08a, PK08].

properties [EMS09, KM07, Mál08, MY02, Ram08, Rap06, Wei94].

property [Pop08].

pseudo [Zho06].

pseudo-multivariate [Zho06].

Pseudospectral [Lui11, CQ01].

pyramids [GH99].

QR [BG04, BDG04, Kre05, MH01, OB05, Ste95, VVM08].

QR-factorization [VVM08].

QR-factorization/solver [VVM08].

QR-like [BG04].

quadratic [BFS08, Osb08, Fat98, MS14, MV15, Sta02, Sta06].

quadratically [HMR04].

Quadrature [Atk04, AS05b, GM06, RGVP99, ACR99, BCGAM08, CS14, DV12, DNV05, ER01, Gau99, Gau06, II103, MJ11, Ng97, Ros09, Sin95, CDN09].

Quadrature-free [GM06].

quadratures
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saddle [BL06, GS06, GO10, HC06, LO07, LN10, NB08a, SdS06, Sim10, Woh00]. saddle-point [BL06, SdS06]. Saff [She06]. sampling [BP07]. Scalable [JC06]. scalar [GHS14]. scale [ABJE14, ABHK09, BMS08b, BFS08, Cha11, HJ09, LV14, LR03, Sor98]. scales [EP07]. scattered [GK08]. scattering [CL03, GSW08]. scheduling [BC05]. scheme [BPP15, Bra06, GGCT09, SSVS12]. schemes [AS09, AS12, ADW14, BC09, BEN94, CP00, HOR08, MS07, WO97]. Schmidt [Bar14]. Schrödinger [CQ01, GSV12, Kk08]. Schur [GH94, Wat06b, Zha00]. Schur-type [GH94]. Schwarz [Bret03, DK10, DHI03, FSS97, Gan08, Han06, HC06, LDB13a, LDB13b, Mar07, MP08]. scientific [BC05, BDR09, Bra97]. second [ABB07, HHP13, LP08, NNR99, NC06, Sch08b]. second-order [Sch08b]. sections [JN10]. sector [LZ08a]. Seidel [Sil03]. selection [BMS08b]. Self [BKS14, BMF12, EST06, GHS14, KK08]. self-adjoint [BMF12, GHS14, KK08].

Self-generating [BKS14]. self-similar [EST06]. Semi [EN10, WR09]. Semi-convergence [EN10]. semi-iteration [WR09]. semiaxis [Mas02]. Semicoarsening [Den97]. semiternation [HH93]. semilinear [AH04, Bog05, DB08, Gan04, NB08b]. semiseparable [Kei08, QVvW+15, VVM09]. sense [MS08]. sensitivities [SJ08]. sensivity [BD04]. Separable [Os80, Bor09, SY09]. sequences [Ber04, CP03, DJJ11, Pri96]. sequentially [QVvW+15]. series [DT09, For02, GRS00, Ste02]. set [CKV04, OB05, VCK08]. sets [AO10, AK06, FKV07, KV95, VK95]. shallow [DHI03]. sharp [Gau10]. sharpness [Var01, Yat06, VK95]. shift [BKS14, Mee98]. shift-invert [Mee98]. shifted [BDG04, EN08, SHF08]. shocked [HLC10]. short [Wei94]. sides [BK02, EJS03, JST05, LZ08b]. signal [For02]. Signorini [BB01]. similar [EST06]. Simple [RY09]. Simpler [LZ08b]. simplex [Xu06]. simplification [LP08]. simulation [NW03]. simulations [BHRT03, Ema10]. sinc [Hoh06, NND06, Ya06, EG06, Ya06b]. sinc-convolution [NND06]. single [MX96]. single-input [MX96]. Singular [FKSV07, At04, BFK+10, Che94, FFK+15, GS06, Hen94, Hoh06, IN11, JR02, JR04, LY14, MS14, Man06, MM04, MR93]. singularity [ILL03]. singularly [Bog05, Bra06, EG06, KS06, KK08]. singularly-perturbed [EG06]. SIRT [ENH10]. size [LMM12]. sizes [Sch05]. skew [AM11, BMM99, BBF+00a, BBF+00b, BMX07]. skew-Hamiltonian [BMX99]. skew-symmetric [BBF+00a, BBF+00b, BMX07]. skew-symmetric/symmetric [BMX07]. slices [BLM06]. Slit [DK10, CMR12]. slope [Sch08b]. small [FL07, Leo06]. smooth [LW06]. smoothed [BDH15]. smoother [Sil03, St97a]. smoothers [Bir12, LM00]. smoothing [HINS04, Mav97, Pop08, Ry09]. Sobolev [Bret04, BMSR06, GCPP99, PQRT06, RARP06]. Software [Koe99]. solid [SV10b, Vos03]. Solution [Hoh06, ABM93, AL09, AH04, AC06, BMX99, BMP09, Bo08, CR06, Che94, DG06, Die97, FKK10, FMR15, GJY13, KN03, Nas15, Sta03, TMS97]. solutions [AC06, BCG14, Cab07, DB08, FL07, HJ09, MFMGO05, NB08b]. solvability [MM09a]. solver [HRT08, Kol12, PLM03, VMV07]. solvers [BHRT03, Gut12, PW13, Sta03].
Solving [BFS08, VMV07, ZM13, AM06, CCC07, CL03, CR09, EG06, GGCT09, HMRS04, KL12, LV08, MS08, NND06, Ng94, Pea15, PV09, SHZF08]. Some [BB01, Gre04, She10, Zit08, AH04, BS09, DDR95, DJ06b, FKK10, Gat04, MS14, NB08b, Rom07, Sch08b]. sonic [Dis97].

SOR [HS08a]. sorted [AO10]. source [BLM06, MM04]. Space [BR08, Bol08, GHS14, Gut12, MVL09, PCD06, Sch03].

spaced [Ros09]. spaces [MS06, Mas02, PQRT06, RARP06]. spacing [VA09].

sparse [BB08, BR08, BM05, Bun97, CFM+10, Che99, Erh95, GW10, LS05, PV05, PCP06, RT05, SG06, TMS97]. sparsity [LMM12, Ram08, RR10, RZ12]. spatially [JG14, LDB13a, LDB13b]. Special [BJR+09, BK02, Koe99, GOR+08].

SPECT [Bar11]. Spectral [AR09, GGM12, Gut12, AH10, Aur15, DHI03, HS08a, Jac10, KV95, Lam05, Lam08a, Lam08b, Mee98, PP013, Vos03].

standing [BL97]. state [DN11, Per00]. states [FMSV08, Jac10, Tif11]. stationary [FMP96, LMS97, RV08]. statistically [Bar11]. Steady [DN11, CR09, Per00]. Steady-state [DN11, Per00]. steepest [AEEG08]. step [AL09, LMM12, MSV95, Sch05]. stepped [FJMS06]. stepping [Kle08]. Stieltjes [DJ11]. still [Lub06]. stochastic [ADW14, BB00, BC09, DN11, RKvdDA14, Sch03, Sch05]. Stokes [AL09, Boc97, CMM95, Dob12, ET09, GS07, Mav97, Pea15, Per00, WD08]. Stopping [AL08, Bar11]. story [Lau08]. strain [Ran07]. strategies [CP03, SPS02].

strategy [PSC97, SHZF08]. stratified [TDLC09]. streaming [GW10]. Strong [GM04, DK13, RR07]. strongly [TDLC09]. Structural [CFAN09]. Structure [MX15, BFS08, DS11, MW02, QvGW+15, Sim06]. structure-preserving [BFS08].

Structured [FMMS08, WA08, BDD+08, BSDMGFT09, BC09, BM07, DHK+00, MM04, MX15, NRP08, Smp10]. structures [FJMS06, SV10b]. study [ANCQ06, AC06, CT03, HS08b, SK06, SK08, ST008, TDLC09]. style [Oos03, PP013].

subgraphs [DK13]. subimages [NO02]. subintervals [DV12]. subject [SGB07].

subspace [BB08, BFS08, DSSS13, FP01, GHS14, Lam05, Lam08b, LYG14, MSS14, SS08, WQ97, Wei94]. subspaces [AS05a, MPV13, MV14, SvdVM98].

substructures [PV05]. substructuring [BW12, SM08]. sum [PMLFT09]. summation [Sch06]. sums [PT13, VCL08].

sup [LRL08]. Superlinear [BK02]. SUPG [Kno08]. support [BDD06, JOT08].

supported [HS12]. surface [MB06]. surfaces [Atk04]. survey [JVV12, RARP06]. SVD [Cha11, FMSV08, HRT08, JJ10, Ste97b, Tif11, WL12]. SVD-based [Tif11]. SVD/Krylov [Cha11]. Sylvester
symmetric
[AM11, BBF°00a, BBF°00b, BB14, Ber04, BOS08, BGS10, CRS94, FGV09, KN03, LS05, LNG15, LT05, MPV14, MN08, SHZFO8, SS98, Ves96, Ves09, WSS98].
symmetric/symmetric [BMX07].
symmetrized [BMSR06].
symplectic
[ADW14, CQ01, GS94, MSS14, SS09, SAA09].
synchronous
[BMPS95].
systems
[Cot06, AS09, AS12, BB08, Ber04, BFK°10, CR96, CC00, CFM°10, Cha11, Che94, Che99, CS99, Den97, EJS03, Ema10, FMMS08, GSW08, GS06, GO10, HH93, JST05, KQT13, LB96, MS09, NB08a, Pop08, SG06, SG15, SHZFO8, VMV07, ZB10].
Szego [DNV05, LT94, MF06].
Table
[Ano09a, Ano10b, Ano13a, GH94].
topology
[Sim06].
Taylor
[Sta06].
Tearing
[HLP15].
technique
[CKD14, KM08].
techniques
[SS98, WSS98].
technology
[PLM03].
tensor
[LNG15].
term
[FL07].
th
[ANCQ06, Car11, Car12].
their
[CS14, FL07, GRS00, KM96, Man06, She10, Var01].
theorem
[CR15, Gau06, LZ07, Lui11, PQT06, CC97].
theorems
[AFHM04, Gau06, Sch03, Var01].
theoretical
[Gre04, Mee98].
Theory
[FL07, LMM12, BMFJ°06, BSS09, EMS13, FM02, FS08, Gut12, MPP09, VCL05].
thermal
[KJ09].
thin
[MM09b].
thin-layer
[MM96].
Three
[TT05, Hip97, Kim07a, KL12].
tidbits
[She10].
Tikhonov
[CLRS04, GN13, GNR15, LMM12, Ram08, RZ12, Wu03].
Time
[DE06, AL09, CKP14, EP07, FMMS08, FMR15, Gau08, HJ09, KQT13, Kie08, Lam08a, LDB13a, LDB13b, DSSS13].
time-delay
[FMMS08].
time-dependent
[Lam08a].
Time-discretization
[DE06].
time-invariant
[KQT13].
time-step
[AL09].
time-stepping
[Kle08].
Title
[Ano09b, Ano10c, Ano13b].
Toeplitz
[BDH15, Böt04, CP00, CNP94, CR96, FGV09, HS02, HN08b, LT05, MVV09, Ng94, Ves09].
Toeplitz-like
[MM09b].
Toeplitz-plus-Hankel
[ER14, Ng94].
torsional
[KMC11].
total
[LV08, LV14, VW97].
trace
[BFM12].
track
[Flu03].
training
[JOT08].
Transfer
[SG98, BY98, Che97, LKF08].
transform
[KJ09, Yan06a].
transformation
[BD04, JO05, Mee98, YG08].
transformations
[SAA09, WL11].
Transforming
[DFV09].
transforms
[Che99].
Transient
[Böt04].
transition
[Kan08].
transmission
[LMN10].
transmission/mixed
[LMN10].
transport
[EMS13, Sta03].
tree
[EL05].
tree-based
[EL05].
trends
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